Fusion genes, also known as chimeras, play important roles in tumorigenesis and cancer progression. Then, their role become crucial in the areas of biomarkers and therapeutic targets investigation. High-throughput sequencing technologies combined with sophisticated bioinformatics tools might facilitate the discovery of such aberrations. A significant number of bioinformatics algorithms have been developed to detect fusion genes. Detection strategies are quite variegated, then we inspect the strategy of 18 fusion finder algorithm to understand how these tools call chimeras.
Introduction
The joining of DNA of two genes, by translocation or inversion, gives rise to gene fusions resulting in hybrid proteins, also know as chimera/fusion products, or in the deregulation of the transcription of one gene by the cis regulatory elements (enhancers) of another. Gene fusions are an important class of cancer aberrations as in the case of BCR-ABL fusion found in nearly all chronic myeloid leukemia patients [1] . Chimeras can be categorized into two classes: intergenic and transgenic fusion transcripts [2] as reported in Figure 1 (A) and (B), respectively. Intergenic fusion transcripts refer to a splicing event between adjacent genes in the same chromosome, while transgenic fusion transcripts gives rise from splicing event involved exons of two genes located in different chromosomes.
High-throughput sequencing technologies facilitate the characterization of the aberrant landscape of human cancers [3, 4] , pushing the modern medicine to the development of personalized treatment of cancer patients.
Recently many computation approaches for the detection of chimera, taking advantage of the remarkable throughput of the new RNA-seq technologies [5] , have been developed. The recent review of Wang [6] lists a total of 23 different fusion detection tools published between 2009 and 2012. The paper of wag and coworkers also considered 24 papers involving the identification of fusion products in cancer published in the same period. The same paper reports that the chimera detection methodologies used in the 24 papers take advantage only in two cases of the 23 reported tools: FusionSeq and defuse, used to detect fusions in one and two papers, respectively.
It seems quite odd that only few biologically important works did not considered the use of the available fusion detection tools. Carrara and coworkers [7] recently compared the behavior of eight fusion-detection tools (FusionHunter, FusionMap, FusionFinder, MapSplice, deFuse, Bellerophontes, ChimeraScan, and TopHatfusion) and they highlighted that these tools are able to detect chimeras, but the number of false positive contaminating the results produced make the validation of true fusions a real challenge. In this paper the authors highlight that further improvement in fusion-finder algorithms is essential. In this review we examine the structure of 18 fusion detection published algorithm to identify critical steps in the chimera call procedure that might need further refinements.
Results
In this review we consider the following 18 tools: Bellerophontes [8] , BreakFusion [9] , Breakpointer [10] , ChimeraScan [11] , deFuse [12] , EBARDenovo [13] , Ericscript [14] , FusionAnalyser [15] , FusionFinder [16] , FusionHunter [17] , FusionMap [18] , FusionSeq [19] , LifeScope [20] , MapSplice [21] , ShortFuse [22] , SnowShoes-FTD [23] , SOAPfuse [24] , TopHat-Fusion [25] ; which, at the best of our knowledge, are the current state of the art chimera detection tools.
Before describing these fusion finder algorithms, we recall some terms used in the rest of this paper. RNAseq experiments generate a huge set of short reads which can be in two forms: single-end or paired-end. In the former case the sequencer reads only one of the two DNA fragment strand; while in the latter case both the forward and reverse strands of DNA fragment are sequenced, giving rise to a couple of mates, called pairedend read.
During the identification of the fusion boundaries (the positions where the nucleotide coordinates corresponding to the breakpoint of both genes involved in the fusion are discovered) it is possible to classify each read as either spanning or encompassing, reported in Figure 2 . Spanning reads, derived from single-end or paired-end experiments, overlaps with a fusion product. Encompassing read, requires instead paired-end format, harbor a fusion boundary so that each read of the mate maps on a different gene of the fused gene couple. All gene fusion finder algorithms are composed by two phases: first, a mapping step is required to align the reads with respect to the reference specified by the algorithm. Then, a set of filters based on several biological or technical indications will be applied to reduce the set of putative fusion products. The considered tools can be classified according to their alignment strategies into four different macro-groups: Whole paired-end, Pairedend + fragmentation, Direct fragmentation and statistical read distribution as summarized in Table 2 . The first two techniques requires paired-end reads since they exploit encompassing reads during the first alignment phase, while the last two can be applied on both the read formats.
The whole paired-end approach consists in two mapping steps. In the first step the reads are aligned to a reference using mapping tools as Bowtie [26] and BWA [27] and considering a limited number of mismatches. This step can be rise to some "discordant alignment", which occur when both mates have a unique alignments in the reference, but some features do not match the assumption of paired-end design. For example, the mate orientations are not correct or the distance among them do not match with the experiment advises. The discordant alignments are used to generate a set of putative fusion products which will be used as reference for the second alignment step where the unmapped reads are rescued. The resulting putative fusions are passed as input to a filtering step. The tools falling into this category are Breakfusion, Ericscript, deFuse, FusionAnalyser, FusionHunter, FusionSeq, ShortFuse, SOAPfuse and SnowShoes-FTD.
The paired-end + fragmentation approach proposes a first phase of mapping similar to the ones used in whole paired-end case. Then the second phase of alignment which exploits read fragmentation is performed. In details, the unmapped reads are fragmented and remapped with respect to the reference depending on the tool requirements. Note that using a fragmentation approach these algorithms are able to detect a higher number of junction-spanning reads which simplified the detection of the fusion junctions. Again, the putative fusions are passed as input to the filter step. Bellerophontes, ChimeraScan, LifeScope, TopHat-Fusion are part of this category.
Unlike the previous categories, the direct fragmentation approach generates immediately a set of fragmented reads, which will be used in the mapping phase on the reference genome. This approach makes use of the detection strength on the fusion junctions. Also the algorithms of this category propose a set of filters useful to select the real fusion products. The tools that can be classified in this macro-group are EBARDenovo, FusionFinder, FusionMap and MapSlice.
Finally, another approach is the statistical read distribution which identifies putative fusion products exploiting both local non-uniform read distribution and mapping signatures containing misalignment at the boundaries of insertions/deletions or more complex structural variants. Then, each putative fusion product is validated using the unmapped reads derived in the previous step. Only the putative fusion products associated with a number of reads greater than a threshold are selected as input to the filtering step.The only tool following this approach is Breakpointer.
All tools implement a final filter step to reduce and to validate the discovered fusion products. Table 2 summarizes the set of filters used by each fusion finder algorithm, described in the following.
Paired-End Information Filters verify the correct distance between the tags of a pair to validate the alignment on a fusion. This distance depends on the protocols used for the library preparation, and the tools can either take this information as input or infer it from the first alignment step. In both cases, reads mapping on the putative fusions at an excessive distance are filtered out. The tools including filters of this class are Bellerophontes, ChimeraScan, deFuse, FusionFinder and SOAPFuse. Anchor Length Filters use the concept of "Anchor length" (i.e. the number of nucleotides overlapping each side of a fusion junction) to evaluate the quality of junction-spanning reads associated with a fusion junction. Junction-spanning reads having at least one of the two anchor lengths below a threshold are interpreted as possible artifacts caused by mismatches or sequence similarity, and are removed. FusionHunter, ChimeraScan and TopHat-Fusion take advantage of this class of filters. Read Through Transcripts Filters try to discover and remove RNA molecules formed by exons of adjacent genes, usually generated when the gene end is not recognized during the RNA elongation phase. Bellerophontes, FusionHunter, FusionAnalyser, FusionFinder, FusionMap, SnowShoes-FTD and TopHatFusion are the tools which use this class of filters. Junction Spanning Reads Filters remove all the fusion products not supported by a number of spanning reads greater than a specified threshold. This class of filters is found in Bellerophontes, FusionHunter, FusionMap, ShortFuse, SnowShoes-FTD, SOAPFuse and TopHatFusion. PCR Artifact Filters try to discover and remove all duplicated reads generated by the PCR amplification process, by the identification of clusters of reads of the same length with an identical alignment on the reference. Bellerophontes, FusionHunter, BreakPointer, EricScript, FusionMap and ShortFuse have an implementation of this class of filters. Homology Filters remove all the putative fusions having a high number of reads on homologous or repetitive regions which can lead to multiple alignments. The tools belonging to this class of filters are Ericscript, FusionAnalyser, FusionFinder, FusionSeq, SnowShoes-FTD, SOAPFuse and TopHat-Fusion. Scoring Filters compute for each fusion a corresponding quality based on different metrics (e.g., entropy, base quality, etc.) so that all the candidates with quality lower than a threshold are discarded. BreakPointer, Ericscript, FusionMap, FusionSeq and ShortFuse are the tools which use a specific scoring method to filter putative fusion products. Reads Quality Filters act on the available reads, actively removing all the paired reads with a score below a threshold, reducing the possibility of ambiguous alignments due to low sequencing quality. Reads qualities filter are used in FusionMap, FusionSeq, LifeScope and SnowShoes-FTD. Encompassing Reads Filters remove all putative fusion products with a number of encompassing read pairs below a threshold. The three tools including this filtering step are Bellerophontes, FusionAnalyser and SnowShoes-FTD. Blacklist Filters remove fusions comprising genes present in a list of non-interesting regions which can be either user-defined or fixed, depending on the tool. FusionAnalyser, FusionMap and FusionSeq include a blacklisting feature. Statistics Filters analyze the reads distribution on the putative fusion products and compute statistical evaluation with respect to the general read distribution on the genome, to decide whether the fusion should be filtered or not. BreakFusion, Ericscript, MapSplice and ShortFuse include a statistical evaluation of the fusion products. In addition, we identified a total of eleven, tool-specific filters which do not fall in the previous categories. Bellerophontes includes a step removing ambiguous reads. Ericscript has a filtering step based on the sequence homology of the fusion junction. FusionFinder removes putative fusion products containing antisense sequences. FusionSeq requires the expression of the putative fusion to be comparable with the general expression obtained from the sequencing. LifeScope introduces a graph, called Junction Evidence Graph, to represent the fusion products and their junctions and to evaluate the confidence level of each called fusion. MapSplice filters products not containing canonical junctions as well as removing products with introns of unusual length. ShortFuse removes all the reads that align on transcripts for spliceosome components. SnowShoes-FTD checks and possibly filters fusion products on the basis of the orientation of the genes involved and also removes fusions with an excessive number of putative junction points. SOAPfuse adds a step of trimming on the reads that fail to align, in an attempt to rescue them.
Discussion
This paper proposes an overview on the main fusion finder algorithms published in literature. In all algorithms inspected the first step concerns the usage of mapping algorithms, ie. Bowtie, BWA, etc. The objective of this algorithms is to select reads that support putative fusion events by discordant reads that have a coherent mapping with known gene annotation. A set of filters based on several biological or technical features follow the mapping step. The filter application can reduce the set of putative fusion products to those that could be real fusion products. At the present time, there is no complete evaluation between tools on the same dataset. Only partial comparisons are available, typically in the papers proposing a new tool, against a subset of the algorithms considered in this review. Some of the evaluations are even in contrast among them, which is not surprising due to the lack of a common available benchmarks. For example EricScript offers a comparison of its performance in terms of CPU time and Area Under the Curve, a measure that estimates the accuracy of each algorithms to discriminate true and false positives. The comparisons have been done on synthetic dataset, against ChimeraScan, DeFuse, FusionMap and ShotFuse, and on real datasets, against DeFuse. Also SOAPFuse offers a detailed comparison an a real dataset. The authors compare its algorithm with respect to DeFuse, TopHatFusion, FusionHunter, ChimeraScan and SnowShoes in terms of CPU time, memory usage and detection of known fusions.
In Carrara et al [7] we observed for all examined tools a very high number of false positive. Unfortunately, the specificity of the tool is not reported in most of the original papers, but there is certainly a factor that may hinder the applicability of the tools in many contexts. The different performances of fusion finder algorithms could be imputed to the application of the filters that each tool applies. Probably a good choice is to provide a clearer separation between alignment and filter phase to offer a modularity usage of these tools. Thus, there is still some work to be done in the area of chimeras detection expecially concerning the definition of common benchmarks and increased specificity. 
